
 

CURRICULUM MAPPING 2019-2020                                   SEMESTER    2  
GRADE 4    
 WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME HOW WE ORGANISE OURSELVES  HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES 

Unit of Inquiry CENTRAL IDEA 
Exploration can lead to discoveries, opportunities 
and new understanding. 
LINES OF INQUIRY 

● Reasons for exploration 
● Evolution of exploration 
● Ways exploration has changed our society 

 

 

CENTRAL IDEA 
Communities organise systems to manage their 
environment. 
LINES OF INQUIRY 

● Developing systems that lead to a functional 
community 

● The ways environments around the world are 
used and managed 

● The balance between industry and caring for the 
environment 

CENTRAL IDEA 
Through the arts people use different forms of 
expression to convey their uniqueness. 
 LINES OF INQUIRY 

● Individuals are unique 
● The diverse ways in which people 

express themselves 
● The role of the arts in culture and 

society 
 

Concepts 
 

Causation  Why do we explore? 
Connection: What have we learnt through 
exploration? 
Change: What is the impact of exploration? 

Form What are the different systems that make up a 
community? 
Function How do communities manage their 
environments? 
Connection How are industries impacting on the 
environment [positive/ negative]? 

Perspective What does it mean to be unique? 
Connection How do people express themselves 
to others? 
Responsibility What is the purpose of arts in 
society/ culture? 
 

Related Concepts Space Discovery Maths Social Studies Science Music  PSPE  Art  English 

TD Subjects Science  Maths  Social Studies Systems Community Beliefs Purpose Relationships 

ATL Skills Communication: Speaking  Communicate clearly 
and logically in complete sentences 
Research: Collecting Data  
Apply a range of resources to locate information, 
including maps, timelines, and graphs  
Self Management: Spatial Awareness  Visual 
information is well-organized and formatted to be 
aesthetically pleasing  
Social: Cooperating  Work cooperatively in any 
group situation by listening, sharing ideas and taking 
turns 
Thinking: Analysis  Distinguish between relevant and 
irrelevant information 

Communication: Listening Listen to and follow complex 
instructions 
Research: Formulating Questions Apply prior knowledge 

when formulating open-ended questions that will further 

understanding of the topic to be researched 

Self-Management: Safety Understand how to avoid 
potentially dangerous situations 
Social: Resolving conflict Accept responsibility for own 
actions 
Thinking: Acquisition of knowledge Acquire specific facts 
to gain further knowledge 

Communication: Non Verbal Communication 

Read body language and expressions of others 

and act accordingly 

Research: Presenting Research Findings 
Choose appropriate medium for presentation 
Self-Management: Organization Select 
materials appropriate to a given task 
Social: Adopting a variety of group roles 

Accept roles negotiated by the group 

Thinking: Evaluation Give personal best to 
inquire, act, and reflect 

Learner Profile Communicator Inquirer Risk taker Inquirer Caring Thinker Open minded Inquirers Balanced 

Writing Genre Focused  
Recount   
Integrated 
Diary/ journal 
Framework and Features 

Focused  
Persuasive  
Integrated 
Letter/ email 
Framework and Features 

Focused  
Playscript   
Integrated 
Poetry 
Framework and Features 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1uQIuzgYH5tsqlx5ox0dmMQDJ2q0TNN88
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1uQIuzgYH5tsqlx5ox0dmMQDJ2q0TNN88
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1uQIuzgYH5tsqlx5ox0dmMQDJ2q0TNN88


 

Language 
 

Reading Skills Link 
Comprehend and apply facts from informational 
texts 
Summarize the main points in a text  
Beginning to scan texts to locate specific 
information 
Identify the differences between a wider range of 
non-fiction text types  
Spelling 
Curriculum Content 
Grammar 
Build meaning within paragraphs 

- describe relationships in the content 
- problem and solution 

Singular and plural 
Punctuation 
Use punctuation in sentence boundaries 
Direct speech 
Handwriting 
Use a pencil for language and maths work 
Ascenders and descenders in the correct place and 
on the lines 
ee ea ed (practising joining from the letter)  
ow ov ox (practising joining from the letter o)  
ky hy ly (practising joining to the letter y)  
ha ta fa (practising joining to the letter a)  

Reading Skills Link 
Beginning to skim read texts to gather the general 
expression of what has been written  
Identify reasons for actions and events based on evidence 
in the text 
Spelling  
Curriculum Content 
Grammar 
Build meaning within paragraphs 

- Repeated and related words to refer to the 
content 

- Pronouns that refer forward or backward to the 
noun 

- Consistency of tenses 
Punctuation 
Use punctuation in sentence boundaries 
Indirect speech 
Handwriting 
Use a pencil for language and maths work 
Ascenders and descenders in the correct place and on the 
lines 
od oo og( practising joining from the letter o)  
er ir ur (practising joining to the letter r)  
ai al ay  
o you oi  

Reading Skills Link 
Identify language the author has chosen to 
create images and build mood and tension 
Sometimes use clues from actions, description 
and dialogue to help establish meaning  
Spelling 
Curriculum Content 
Grammar 
Paragraphs to introduce ideas, highlight 
aspects of the content and organise texts 
Punctuation 
Review and maintain punctuation learnt 
Handwriting 
Use a pencil for language and maths work 
Ascenders and descenders in the correct place 
and on the lines 
re oe fe (practising the horizontal join to the 
letter e)  
fu wu vu (practising the horizontal join to the 
letter u)  
ot ol ok (practising joining to ascenders)  
ai al ow ol (practising all the joins) 
 

Outcomes 
 
 
 

Speaking and Listening 
● Organise ideas in a longer speaking turn to 

help the listener 
Reading 

● Identify adverbs and their impact on 
meaning. 

● Retell or paraphrase events from the text in 
response to questions 

Writing 
● Writes a recount highlighting the taught 

framework and features 
● Investigate past, present and future tenses 

of verbs. 
● Begin to adopt a viewpoint as a writer, 

expressing opinions about characters or 
places. 

Reading 
● Understand how points are ordered to make a 

coherent argument  
● Identify different types of non-fiction text and 

their know key features 
● Look for alternatives for overused words and 

expressions  
Writing 

● Writes a persuasive letter/ email highlighting the 
taught framework and features 

● Present an explanation or a point of view in 
ordered points, e.g. in a letter 

Viewing and Presenting 
● Explore the layout and presentation of writing, in 

the context of helping it to fit its purpose 
 

Speaking and Listening 
● Adapt speech and gesture to create a 

character in drama  
Reading 

● Read and perform playscripts, 
exploring how senses are built up  

● Look for alternative for overused 
words and expressions 

● Recognizing meaning in figurative 
language  

● Understand how expressive and 
descriptive language creates mood 

Writing 
● Writes a play script highlighting the 

taught framework and features 
● Experiment with varying tenses 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1zE-MFYttBNJ3aBOa_DNWMF9FerAjcVKC
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/18ANCsffdKn396k6EqZe6oX9mb__e_mCB
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1zE-MFYttBNJ3aBOa_DNWMF9FerAjcVKC
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/18ANCsffdKn396k6EqZe6oX9mb__e_mCB
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1zE-MFYttBNJ3aBOa_DNWMF9FerAjcVKC
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/18ANCsffdKn396k6EqZe6oX9mb__e_mCB


within texts, e.g. in dialogue 
Viewing and Presenting 

● Explores and uses visual 
communication in order to express 
their own ideas and the ideas of 
others. 

Maths Curriculum Content - Link Curriculum Content - Link Curriculum Content - Link 

 
Outcomes 

Number 
● Understand numbers to 10,000 
● Identify and use the vocabulary of 

mathematics to solve multi-step word 
problems 

Measurement 
● Read and tell time to the nearest minute on 

analogue and digital clocks 
● Understand everyday systems of 

measurement in length, weight, capacity, 
and use them to solve simple problems as 
appropriate 

Shape and Space 
● Describe and identify the position of a 

square on a grid of squares where rows and 
columns are numbered and/or lettered 

● Understand that angles are measured in 
degrees 

Number 
● Recognise that fractions and decimals are several 

parts of a whole 
● Use equivalence to help order fractions 

Measurement 
● Begin to find the perimeter and area of regular 

polygons 
Data Handling 

● Answer a question by identifying what data to 
collect. 

● Organising, presenting and interpreting data  
● Compare the impact of representations where 

scales have different intervals 
 

Number 
● Identify and use the vocabulary of 

mathematics to solve multi-step word 
problems 

● Multiply any pair of single digit 
numbers together 

● Divide two-digit numbers by single 
digit numbers (answers no greater 
than 20) 

Pattern and function 
● Recognise and extend number 

sequences 
Shape and Space 

● Classify polygons including a range of 
quadrilaterals 

● Visualise 3D objects from 2D nets and 
drawings 

● Find examples of shapes and 
symmetry in the environment and art 

Science EARTH AND SPACE 
Earth's movements 
Cambridge Science Grade 5  
Unit 6 6.1-6.7 
The Sun, earth, moon 
Does the sun move? 
The earth rotates on its axis 
Sunrise/ sunset 
The earth revolves around the sun 
Exploring the solar system 
Exploring the stars 
 
What makes the sun the centre of the solar system? 
Causation 

FORCES AND ENERGY 
Electricity and magnetism 
Cambridge Science Grade 4  
Unit 5 5.7 - 5.10 
Magnets in everyday life 
Magnetic poles 
Strength of magnets 
Which metals are magnetic 
 
What is a magnetic field? Form 

FORCES AND ENERGY 
Sound 
Cambridge Science Grade 4 
Unit 4 4.1-4.6 
Sound travels through materials 
Sound travels through different materials 
How sound travels 
Loud and soft sounds 
Sound volume 
Muffling sounds 
4.7-4.9 MUSIC INTEGRATION 
High and low sounds 
Pitch on percussion instruments 
Having fun with wind instruments 
 
What is the relationship between vibration and 
sound? Connection 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1MFQxcPU9-NOXFjoBuYmqA0ATxLOJEzNX
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1MFQxcPU9-NOXFjoBuYmqA0ATxLOJEzNX
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1MFQxcPU9-NOXFjoBuYmqA0ATxLOJEzNX


Outcomes ● Understand orbits, the earth around the 
Sun and the Moon around the Earth 

● Understand the sun doesn’t move 
● Knows the Earth spins on its axis once every 

24 hours and takes a year to orbit the sun 
● Researches the life and discoveries of 

scientists that explored the solar system 
and the stars 

● Knows that magnets attract some metals but not 
others 

● Knows that magnets can attract and repel each 
other 

● Measures the strength of different magnets  

● Demonstrates that sound travels 
through materials 

● Demonstrates that vibrations cause 
sound 

● Demonstrates how effective some 
materials are in preventing sound 
from travelling through them 

Skills ● Makes relevant observations vations 
● Use observation and measurement to test 

predictions and make links 
● Make predictions of what will happen 

based on scientific knowledge and 
understanding, and suggest and 
communicate how to test these 

● Decide whether results support predictions 

● Design a fair test or plan how to collect sufficient 
evidence 

● Begin to think about the need for repeated 
measurements 

● Explain what the evidence shows and whether it 
supports predictions 

● Choose apparatus and decide what to measure 

● Make relevant observations and 
comparisons in a variety of contexts 

● Collect evidence 
● Test an idea or prediction 
● Design a fair test and plan how to 

collect sufficient evidence  

Social Studies Continuity and change through time 
Use geographic tools such as maps and globes to 
represent places 
Ask questions, share information and discuss ideas 
about the past 
Exploration influences the development and 
interaction of different communities and regions 

Human systems and economic activities  
Make connections between jobs in the community and 
how they support each other  
 Able to successfully identify the city and country their 
community is located in.  
Describe how human actions modify the physical 
environment  
 Use maps and other geographic representations  
Become aware of the complexity of city systems  
Recognise how cities are organised 

Social organisation and culture 
The ways in which individuals, groups and 
societies interact with each other through the 
Arts 

Art Exploring and developing ideas 
How can experimentation and exploration lead to 
new discoveries? Function 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Exploration of ideas, development of a body of 
work, media experimentation 
Create a series of experimental artwork using 
different media exploration to develop creative 
thinking. Can have Monster Theme to link the pieces 
as one body of work. Pieces can also be linked by 
size - having each piece created in the same 
dimensions.  
- Spilled ink monsters 
- Interactive Drawings 
- Graphic design Monster Paintings 

Painting/ 3D form 
How do maps show us connections in cities? 
Connection 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Painting 
Artist Ruth Piper  
Paintings created by looking at aerial views of a city, 
simplifying the shapes and creating patterned paintings.  
Google Map 

Drawing 
How can nature become art? Change 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Research, planning & preparation, artist 
interpretation, installation art, line drawing, 
proportion, scale 
Land art. Students create pieces at the beach 
inspired by  
Artist: Jim Denevan. 
 
 

Outcomes ● Uses colour effectively in their work ● Developing colour blending technique to create 
gradients, tones and values 

● Explores the roles and purposes of 
artists, craftspeople and designers 



● Questions and makes thoughtful 
observations about starting points and 
selects ideas to use in their work 

● Experiments with different effects and textures, 
including colour blocking, washes, thickened 
paint 

working in different times and 
cultures and is able to describe 
artistic aspects that make it unique 

● Plans simple narratives to express a 
thought, message or story and 
documents it through photography 

PSPE Individual Pursuits - Athletics 
Investigation into Athletics can lead to improved 
performance 
Form: What does good technique look like? 
Causation: How does technique improve 
performance?  
Change: What do I need to change to make sure I 
perform as well as I can? 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Students to further develop individual techniques of 
running, jumping and throwing 
Students to explore sprint starts - Crouch and 
upright  
Jumping from stationary compared to a 2.4.6 foot 
run up - What happens to the jump? 

Adventure challenge The way in which we communicate 
our thoughts and ideas affect others  
Form: How to describe communication? 
Connection: How does the way in which we communicate 
affect the outcome? 
Function: What are the different ways in which to 
communicate? 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Pair and group Problem solving activities  
Benches, Bodyweight - trust exercises, Blindfold 
leadership activities, Parachute games 
 
Swimming 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Floating, Push and Glide, Fun games in the pool, 
Submersion, Kicking - straight legs floppy ankles 

Movement combination 
Learning about the arts inspire people to 
bring change in society 
Perspective: What does it mean to be unique? 
Connection: How do people express 
themselves to others? 
Responsibility: What is the purpose of arts in 
society/ culture? 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
[Girls]: 
Look at different traditional dances around the 
world. 
Students to research using their chromebooks 
the dances performed around the world and 
how each one is unique to the country or 
region. 
 
[Boys]: 
Development of basic gymnastics skills - 
Shape, Rolls, Balances and rotation. 
Students create a routine using the above 
movements as a pair or small group 
As a progression include either a Football, 
Basketball or tennis ball within the routine 

Outcomes ● Understand and apply the safety rules in 
athletic events. 

● Demonstrate body control and spatial 
awareness in athletics activities 

[Girls] 
● Can solve challenging problems, individually, in 

pairs or in small groups 
● Participate in small group activities to 

accomplish a common goal. 
Swimming 
[Boys] 

● Continue to develop water confidence and 
understands the safety rules in the swimming 
pool 

● Develop leg movement and gliding 

[Girls]  
● Appreciate the dances of different 

countries  and cultures around the 
world.. 

● Begin to master a dance containing 
basic step patterns with a partner or 
in a small group. 

 
[Boys]  

● Create a simple individual movement 
sequence using traditional gymnastics 
skills  



● Combine locomotor and 
non-locomotor skills while using small 
equipment  

Music Exploring music 
How does exploration leads to new musical styles? 
Causation 
SKILLS 
Explore musical compositions 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Identify different ways sounds are used to 
accompany songs and phrases that could be used as 
a prelude and interlude. 
 

Risks people encounter in promoting music 
How do composers not let their ‘poor’ life style hinder 
their passion for music? Perspective 
SKILLS 
Improvise  simple tunes 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Create slightly complex rhythmic patterns and use 
non-traditional notation to represent sounds 
 

Different sections in an orchestra 
How are the different sections are arranged in 
an orchestra? Connection 
SKILLS 
Create simple ensemble patterns 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Identify and describe how music can be used 
descriptively. 
 
 

Outcomes ● Identifies prelude, interlude and ending 
● Performs rhythmic and melodic ostinato 

● Performs together keeping a steady beat 
● Creates simple rhythmic patterns 

● Sings expressively using dynamics 
● Develops the ability to sing from 

memory 

ICT Integration Back to the Future 
Function: How does technology support our 
endeavours?  
Connection How can we use digital tools to make 
representations of real objects? 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Create a research blog  
Learn about different technologies- old and new 
Learn about technology inventors  and inventions 
 

We Built This City 
Connection: How can we use graphic design software to 
represent the world digitally? 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Creates  own 3D virtual worlds using Minecraft and 
Sketchup 
 
 

Hooray for Hollywood 
Form: What is a database? 
Function: How can we use databases to 
organise information? 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Devise their own characters, plot and story 
board then film a short movie from created 
characters, plot and story board. 
Use /Screencastify to record presentations 

Digital Literacy 
and 

computational 
thinking/ Coding 

 

Coding in Scratch 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Prototyping an Interactive toy 
Built a simple toy the incorporates sensors and 
outputs, then create an on-screen prototype of the 
toy in scratch 
 

Branching Databases 
CURRICULUM CONTENT 
Learn how to search and create a branching 
database in Google Slides 
Use branching databases to classify objects 
using Yes/No questions. 

Outcomes ● Use the design tools in scratch to design a 
prototype of a toy  

● Create scripts that will successfully bring 
the toy to its functionality. 

● Build virtual worlds and environments using 
online digital tools. 

● Use Sketchup tools to create 3D objects. 
● Apply colour and texture to modelled structures 

 

● Import film clips into video editing 
software 

● Edits and enhances footage  
● Use Screencastify and other devices 

to record videos 
● Use Wevideo to edit videos 
● Record browser, desktop while 

recording a presentation 

 


